
Choosing measurement system - wired vs. wireless

Wireless physiological measurement systems have become more common and reached the point

where the cost is about the same as for a tradi�onal wired measurement system. If the price is

not decisive, you may ask the ques�on: When to choose one over the other?

Freedom of movement

Perhaps the most obvious is that a wireless system increases physical freedom of movement. The

subject can move in the lab without being restricted by cables. This makes wireless systems ideal

for exercise physiology and sports.

Psychological reac�on on the measurement

One can not ignore the bias that consists of responding to the actual situa�on of the lab, being

monitored and "connected" to a measurement system. In clinical contexts, the well-known

phenomenon of white coat hypertension, which is one of the reasons for being able to measure

blood pressure at home instead. Similar phenomenons can be amplified by the amount of cables

and the limited freedom of movement resul�ng from the use of cables. Here, a wireless system

can make the whole situa�on a bit more relaxed and natural for the subject as well.

Func�onality and technical data

Basically, the same measurement quality is available on both measurement systems for all

prac�cal purposes. However, some advantages of BIOPAC's wired amplifier compared to the

wireless BioNomadix system is that the wired system has 16 bit A/D while the wireless

BioNomadix system has 12 bits. In most cases, it does not ma4er, unless you study skin

conductance responses and specifically work with extremely low thresholds (less than 0.01uS) for

SCR detec�on, then it is for example an advantage of the wired EDA100 compared to the wireless

BN-PPGED. Some other differences are that low and high-pass filter se<ngs are some�mes more

advanced on the wired amplifiers and these se<ngs are available on the front of the amplifiers.

The BioNomadix modules are delivered with the default se<ngs for the filters that work for

most, but allow them to be changed if necessary, and via hidden dipswitches on the receiver side.



Noise and signal quality in theory and prac�ce

The cables from electrode to amplifier in prac�ce cons�tutes an antenna that picks up

interference that is then superimposed on the signal. So, even though the wired amplifiers

some�mes have some be4er features in theory, it's the shorter cables of wireless systems which

generally gives you be4er signal to noise ra�o. This is some�mes seen in the case of weak noise

sensi�ve signals such as facial EMG.

Synchronisa�on and real�me performance

The wireless link in BioNomadix introduces an addi�onal real-�me delay of 15.6 ms in rela�on to

wired signals. Since the variability is low (+/- 0.5ms), this is in prac�ce no problem because it is

easy to correct a fixed delay.

Release your experiment from the lab environment

If you also want to reduce the bias that results from being in a lab environment, you can combine

the wireless BioNomadix modules with a logger. This allows you to measure outside of the lab, or

have freedom of movement that is not limited by the wireless range of about 10m.

Conclusion: Wired or wireless?

Today, the wireless system is usually the first choice and what we recommend for new

research systems, unless there is a specific technical reason for preferring a wired system. 

The overall benefits the wireless system has is by making the measurement situa�on a bit

more natural for the subject as well as reducing cable lenght. Remember, it is also great to

combine wired systems with wireless parameters, with the aim of reducing the amount of

cables between the subject and the measurement system, if it's not possible to completely

eliminate the cables.

If you have any thoughts on this for your research, please contact our applica�on expert

Fredrik Rådebjörk, fredrik@jor.se

Find our wireless systems here:

Trådlöst EKG och andning med BioNomadix »

BioNomadix-logger med 3D accelerometer »

Wireless news from BIOPAC

Smart Center is a mobile wireless research lab. A wireless base sta�on can replace the MP160

when you only have wireless channels. You get the whole lab in a flexible bag!!

Läs mer om Smart Center här »



Don't hesitate to contact us at biopac@jor.se with a short descrip�on

of your situa�on and we are happy to give you tailored advice!

We also have research systems with more features.

Skulle du föredra a4 få dessa nyhetsbrev på svenska i fortsä4ningen?

Skicka e4 mejl �ll biopac@jor.se och meddela oss.

Unregister from newsle4ers? Unregister here »

JoR AB Knivsta/Försäljning/Service: 018-34 28 20, biopac@jor.se

Välkommen in på vår hemsida: h8p://www.jor.se/measurement

Mätkort & Programvara för PC. Fysiologiska mätsystem. Robusta mätsystem. Testsystem för fordon.

Telemetrisystem. Bullermätare. Temperatur- & Fuktlogger. Förstärkare. Mätgivare. Industridatorer.


